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ABSTRACT: We give a detailed analysis of the reaction e+e- ~ yVV. 
If the sneutrino is the lightest supersymmetric particle, 
detecting a single photon plus missing energy provides an 
excellent tool for either discover new physics or for 
setting interesting bounds on the masses of the sneutrino 
and the wino. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Establishing Supersymmetry {SUSY) experimentally is obviously 
an endeavour of paramount importance. Equally important, however, is to 
establish the absence of SUSY at every stage of experimentally accessible 
energies. Indeed, it is very useful for model building that the exclu
sion- or eventual discovery, of course- of supersymmetric signals is 
carried out thoroughly and systematically: in such a way that one can be 
reasonable certain of not having missed a positive signal and thus, such 
that (lower) bounds on SUSY masses and mixing parameters can be reliably 
set. Up to now no conclusive evidence for SUSY has emerged from accelera
tor data either in e+e- interactions nor in pp interactions, but already 
useful limits on supersymmetric particle masses have been given from the 
analysis of the different existing experiments. A powerful method that 
has been used in e+e- collisions -e. g. to set the best limits on the 
selectron mass Ill - is to look for single photons in the final state with 
no other particle being detectedl 2-4l. In the process stable neutral 
particles must be produced. They might be neutrinos. In fact, this is a 
well known technique for counting neutrino species. But they might be 
more exotic particles like photinos or sneutrinos. Various SUSY models 
predict the sneutrino to be the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) and being 
thus stableiS-?j. In this case the method just mentioned should provide 
useful information concerning supersymmetry. In fact, the method should 
be able to discriminate between the standard 3 family contribution and 
any additional contribution due to supersymmetric particles. It was ac
tually used - PEP data were used - to set limits on sneutino masses 
within a class of supergravity modelsl 8l. 

In the present paper we reexamine the process e+e- ~ yVV 

more thoroughly. For two reasons: firstly, because the existing litera
ture on the subject differs nummerically by (roughly) a factor of two in 
the region of PEP and PETRA energiesi 2•81. This should be clarified for 
obvious reasons. The second reason is that we wish to give a more complete 
survey of the process as required by the analysis of recent and future 
experiments. 
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ln particular we want to use the recent single photon data1 91 

from the ASP collaboration at the PEP machine which were presented by M. 

J. Jonker at. the DESY Workshop last October. 

In the next section (section 2) we give the necessary framework 

and the amplitudes for the process e+e- ~ yV~. We conclude with section 3. 

which is devoted to the discussion of the numerical results. 

2. FRAMEWORK AND AMPLITUDES 

In general, mass eigenstates of SUSY particles are not weak 

eigenstates. The scalar partners of left handed and right handed quarks 

(and leptons) are mixed among each other. So are the partners of gauge 

bosons and Higgs bosons. Indeed, the mass eigenstates for SUSY fermions 

are mixtures of higgsinos - the partners of Higgs bosons - and winos and 

zincs - the partners of gauge bosons - with mixing angles which depend on 

the relative strenlth of the different supersymmetry and SU(2)xU(l) break

king parameters1 1D. 

In a model with no right handed neutrinos. however. the partner 

of the left handed neutrino. the sneutrino VL' is a mass eigenstate. Fur

thermore. in models where the sneutrino is the LSP. one ends ~P with a 

light chargino state (charged gauge SUSY fermion) which is almost a weak 

eigenstate - a wino - and a charged heavy chargino (an almost pure higgsi

no state). This last one decouples for any practical purpose from electron 

interactionsl 7•8•10 l. Only the light wino will play a role in our process. 

The amplitudes that participate in the process e+e- ~ yVV are 

displayed in fig. 1. The first three amplitudes involve apart from the 

electromagnetic vertex, the interaction1 7l. 

l • iqcoa+iLWCvL + h.c. (l) 

where W is the (light) wino field and$ is the mixing angle, which we 

shall take from now on such that cos$= 1. 

The last two amplitudes in fig. 1 involve the Zv~ vertexl 71. 
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:• • ig v+ T+- ~ 
2coa6w L ~~ vL Z 

and the familiar standard model couplings to electrons. 

(2) 

It is now straightforward to write down the explicit formulae 

for the five amplitudes. They read, 

T1• ieof Le+(p,)~(JS•·J!d .jS,PLe· (pl)] ((p,-p,) 2 -~ •I 

[(p2-P•) 2-~l -· 

T,-J.eq 2 [8+ (p 1 l rls (jS2-;,) JPLe- (p2 l] [ (ps-pd 2 -~] -• 

( (p2-PI) 2-m;J-• 

T 1 •-1eg2 (8+ (p,) Pa (JSs+Hjjlf(·JS•+Hj;;l PL e- (p2)] ( (p,-p, 1"-

'] I ( 2 21 •I -Hj;; - (p2-Pol -Hj;;J 

iey' r::+ J L L - ] T,•2coo SWL8 (pdp(JS,-JSd (JS,-JS,) (CePL+C~"PR)e (p2l . 

[ (p,-p,) 2·m!]"1 ((p,+po) 2 -M~+i<]"' 

ief -+ L R_ J - ] 
Ts•oMa 0 (e (pd (jS,-jS,) (C8PL+CepR) (p2·P.ll'8 (p2) 

w 

((p2-po) 2-m!J -• ( (p,+p,) '·Mz+i<] ·• 

where PR,L=i(ltys) 1 c;•ainaew-i, C:•ainaeW , E:~ 

is the polarization vector of the photon and e:::: Mz rz. 

Having stated the amplitudes we can now turn to the cross 

sections. 

(3&) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d) 

(3e) 

-'"'----"~-"'---T -'""'--""----~-----
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3. RESULTS 

We have used the REDUCE progr~me to square the amplitudes and 
the adaptatlve multidimensional integration algorithm VEGA1 11 lto perfonm 
phase space integrals. To comply with experimental requirements we applied the 

the following cuts. The photon angle ey to the beam axis is constrained to 
1 ie between 20° < ey < 160° and its transverse momentum Pr is bound to be 

larger than .1 rs. 

These cuts are useful, not only for experimental purposes, but 
also because they are performed on suitable laboratory variables which are 
constrained to vary in a region where unnecessary peaking effects are 
avoided. And in fact, we have rechecked our phase space integrals using an 
ordinary gaussian routine and we obtained the same results. 

Fig. 2 shows the total cross section for e+e-...,. yV~ (summed over 
3 families) as a function of the C.M. energy 15. Also shown on fig. 2 are 
the cross sections for photino production Je...,. rYY and for the standard 
model process li...,. yvV {3 generations). The selectron mass is taken to be 
30 GeV and the wino mass 25 GeV. Both values correspond roughly to the mi
nimum masses allowed by experiment. We see that the process under scrutiny 
has the largest cross section over a range of energies that extend up to 
approximately the Z0-boson mass. The process involving photirios is almost 
flat over the entire range of energies since there is no z? exchange con
tributing. The other two processes - neutrino and sneutrino production -
show the typical rise associated to s-channel Z0 exchange. If we compare 
the curve for o{e+e--+yV~) with the corresponding curve in ref. {8) we see 
that, as already mentioned in the introduction., our results are more than 
a factor of two smaller in the PEP and PETRA energy domain {around 30 and 
40 GeV, respectively}. 

The curves shown in fig. 2 have been obtained considering ·the 
photino and the sneutrino to be massless. We may now see the effect of 
a nonzero mass for the sneutrino. Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show the cross se~tion 
o{e+e--ry\1~) as a function of sneutrino mass· for IS= 44 GeV (PETRA), IS 

, 93 GeV (at the Z0 pole; LEP) and IS • 160 GeV (LEP II), respectively. 
The wino mass has been taken to be 25, 40 and 90 GeV, respectively, i. e. 
always larger than the corresponding range of masses permitted to the 
sneutrino {LSP). 
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We may fix the mass of the sneutrino to be zero and vary the 
mass of the wino. This we display in figs. 6, 7 and 8 where the cross 
section for e•e- ~ y~Q is given at the three energies 44 GeV, 93 GeV 

and 160 GeV as a function of Mw· 

To ass_ess the detection possibilities of this process and to 

help put limits on SUSY masses we plot on the Mw-1~~ plane two pairs of 
curves (see fig. 9).Curves (a) and (b) have been obtained by just apply

ing the same kinematic cuts than those performed on the aforementioned 
recent data from the ASP collaborationl 9\, ;, e., the photon angle is 
constrained to lie between 20 < o < 160 as before, but its transverse 

y 
momentum is required to be larger than 1 GeV ({s' = 29 GeV at PEP}. The 
inner region delimitated by curve (a) and the axes corresponds to rates 
of yV~ production that exceed 1 event for an integrated luminosity of 
100 pb- 1

, i.e., all pairs of masses (Mw,Mv) inside the area bound Dy 
this curve should be excluded at the 1 evt/100 pb- 1 level, Similurly the 
inner domain defined by curve (b) corresponds to rates of yV~ production 
that exceed 3 events for the very same integrated luminosity. With this 
second curve we account for the (MW,M~) bounds at the 95 % C.L. of the 
Poisson distribution, i.e., no reasonable possibility is left in this 
case to statistical fluctuations. Finally, curves (c) and (d) have a 
similar interpretation as the two previous ones but· they correspond to 
the range that could be (optimistically) covered by PETRA. The cut on the 

photon angle is again the same as before but its transverse momentum is 
bound to be larger than 4,4 GeV (• 0.1 [S ) , 

The analysis by the authors of ref. [91 was carried out over an 
integrated luminosity of 68.7 pb- 1

1 which was collected all along this 
year. It then follows from our calculations that if no clear single pho
ton candidate is observed by ASP when it soon will be reaching 100 pb- 1

, 

then we sha 11 be ab 1 e to exclude a good bit of the MW-1~~ p 1 ane (fig. 9). 

In particular, if mv = 0 then we would infer from curve {b) that Mw 
~ 65 GeV at the 95% C,L, 

We conclude with a few words on background. The signature fa~ 
the process is quite clear, a single photon plus missing energy, Events 

with additional charged particles must be vetoed. However, a 4n coverage 
of the interaction volume is impossible in practice, Therefore, in addi
tion to the genuine photon+ invisible energy background processes, like 
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ee· _... "(\I~ Qr ee· + YYt One has to COpe with Other competing processes 1 1 ike 

Beam-Beam Bremsstrahlung (BBB) or Je· + 3y where the extra particles are 

missed by the detectors (e. g,, they may escape along the beam pipe). The 

question of background to the c;tandard process (ie· + yv\j) has been studied 

carefully in the .11terature1 1 ~1. The most serious one is Beam-Beam brems

strahlung. It should not be a problem in our case for. in the PETRA energy 

range. the cross section for e+e- + yQQ is almost two orders of magnitude 

larger than the one for e+e- + yvV and 1 in the high energy region (above 

the z0 pole) it was already shown in our previous analysis that BBB could 

be kept under control (the present numerical results agree with those in 

ref. (2)), In any case the absence of signal at the expected rate will 

provide unquestionable · independent of background · bounds on SUSY para

meters. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

~-- Diaqrama contributinq to e+e-+yV~. 

FIG.2.- Crose aectiona for 1) e+e-+yvv (full line), 11) 

e+e-•rYY(dash-dotted 1 ine)and iii) e+e-+yvV 

(dashed 1 ine) aa a function of li.Mi•30 GeV, M,;;• 

•25 GeV, My•~•O, 

FIG.J.- a(:e+yV~) for li•44 GeV as a function of M~. M-• 
----- • w 

•25 GeV. 

~·- a(de+yv~) for li•93 GeV •• a function of Mv·Mw• 

•40 GeV. 

t- - ~ 
FIG.S.- o(ee+yVV} for ~••160 GeV aa a function afM~.M-• 
----- • w 

•90 GeV. 

FIG.6.- a(:i+yVQ) for li•44 GeV aa a function of ~·Mv•O. 

FIG.7.- a(J .. yv~l for li•93 GeV ao a function of '\;·Mv•O. 

FIG.B.- a(Je•yvSl for li•l60 GeV ao a function of M,;;·Mv•O. 

FIG.9.- The MR- r~v plane. All pairs inside the areas bound 

by the curves and the axes correspond to rates of 

yV~ production that exceed 1 (curves (a). (c)) or 3 

(curves (b). (d)) events for an integrated luminosity 

of 100 pb- 1 and fitting with certain kinematic cuts 

explained in the text. 
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